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ABSTRACT  

The paper explores the possible use of magic by the Patriarchs, with special reference 

to the methods used by Jacob to enhance his chances ahead of his benefactor, Laban. The 

paper draws heavily on exegetical criticism and David Barrette’s theory based on the 

assumption that what meets the public eye often falls short of the reality that stays hidden or 

privatized. The paper dwells on the other side of Jacob, a reputable Patriarch and originator 

of the name ‘Israel.’ By utilizing Barrette’s iceberg theory, the paper goes beyond popular 

theology which sees only virtue in the Jacob narratives. Through comparative analysis, the 

research draws parallels between the activities of Jacob and the Shona tradition of kuromba 

zvikwambo (acquiring and making use of goblins). This comparative form critical approach 

exposes the private side of religious practice, by demonstrating that the Jacob wood carvings 

and kuromba rites do not belong to the public domain because they are contra-orthodoxy. But 

that they stay outside the public domain does not mean that they are nonexistent though such 

an assumption often forms the locus of orthodox theological analysis. 
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INTRODUCTION  

The paper dwells on the possible implications of the Laban-Jacob story as reflected in 

Genesis 30: 37-40. It explores the possible unorthodox practices on the party of Jacob whose 

akin to trickery is well founded after he successfully cheated his brother Esau to claim the 

blessing of the elder brother through mechanical means. Of particular interest is Jacob's resort 

to using carved pieces of wood decorated along the permutations he wanted the sheep and 

goats deliver their offspring. The trick worked so well that his intended share multiplied 

abundantly in an inverse proportion to that of the major shareholder, Laban. The procedure 

worked in the same manner as the performance employed by Zimbabwean specialists through 
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an art called kuromba zvikwambo (acquiring and utilizing goblins). For that reason the paper 

intends to draw possible linkages/parallels between the two sets of secret rites. 

 

Justification  

Christians often use the Bible as a perfect miracle free of error or unorthodox practice 

by modern standards. Quite often such Christians open up the Bible at random to read and 

meditate upon the first-come-to-eyes verses. It is essential to enable such Christians to come 

to terms with the religion of the Patriarchs. It is worthwhile to take stock of the practices 

beyond the river Euphrates which became anathema to the post Exodus Jews (Joshua 24). 

Prophetic literature portrays a lot of abhorrence for the religious and cultural activities of the 

ante Exodus period. 

 

Methodology 

The research utilizes David Barrette’s (1968) iceberg theory which demonstrates that 

more is true than meets the eye, as demonstrated by the physical iceberg which only displays 

its tip, with its bulky self submerged under water. Very often only a tenth of the iceberg 

appears over water with the rest of the reality unavailable to the naked eye. Observation has 

demonstrated that very often a small amount of information about a situation or phenomenon 

is often available, while the defining or bulk of reality is hidden from the public. This public 

versus private reality creates a false public impression. David Barrette who studied the 

phenomenal growth of African Initiated Churches (AICs) demonstrated that nothing could be 

established unless the researchers had inside information. To study a people there is need for 

the insider approach. He says that there are millions of Christ’s devotees who choose to 

remain in their cultural heritages to increase the impact of their witness. David Taylor (2010) 

concurs that reality is often more than what meets the eye. He gives the example of a 

Christian underground movement in Iran which has resulted in numerous household 

fellowships, and yet during the day most of such disciples are orthodox Muslims. Surveys in 

the country reveal that the Christian broadcasting in Farsi, since 2000 has had an 

unprecedented viewership amounting to millions. To get to the bottom of things the research 

needs skills in snow-balling, which has the advantage of following up leads (Mack, et al, 

2005). Such leads assist in the exposure of the hidden essence of the partially exposed whole. 
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Genesis 30:37-40 

The setting of the Laban-Jacob story whose implication is more than meets the eye is 

possibly Haran in North West Mesopotamia. As a preamble to the text under consideration 

the narrative presents two cons, each secretly trying to out-con the other (Deffinbaugh, 2004). 

The tone and atmosphere of the passage are tense as Jacob harbors unfavorable feelings 

toward Laban whose approach to the fulfillment of marriage laws has greatly disadvantaged 

him. He feels betrayed as his return has already been delayed by an extra seven years beyond 

his original expectation. All of Jacob’s labor over those fourteen years has been in lieu of 

dowry. He has nothing to show for his labor except for his wives and children. It is now time 

to leave but Laban invites him to re-negotiate his contract convinced that the outcome would 

be positive for him through further multiplication of his wealth already booming from the 

fourteen years of Jacob’s astute stewarding. 

Central to the story is Jacob’s deal with Laban over his wages in respect of the new contract. 

To win back the heart of Jacob Laban employs standard business procedure by allowing 

Jacob to suggest what he considers sufficient dues for his redefined role. Jacob whose 

situation would be alleviated by the new deal is relieved to name his wages which are easily 

accepted by his father in law. As the story stands, it would be sensible for Laban to accept the 

agreement if the majority of the sheep were white and the goats were dark (Gen 30
32f
), and 

the deal was clear and controllable. Jacob’s wages comprised streaked, spotted and stripped 

goats on a dark fleece; speckled and spotted sheep on a white fleece and all black sheep. With 

such a deal, Laban must have breathed a sigh of relief, for the request was one greatly tilted 

in his favour. Normally goats in that land were black or dark brown, seldom white or spotted 

with white (Pearson, 2001, p.53). On the other hand, the sheep were nearly always white, 

infrequently black or spotted.
 
Jacob offered to continue working as a tender of the flocks if he 

were to receive the rarer of the offspring (Keil and Delitzsch, 1968). The reference to eder 

(flocks) pertains to both sheep and goats in Hebrew (Rashi, 2013). 

The story creates an impression that Laban and Jacob had some idea about inheritance of 

characteristics from parents, affecting fleece colour of sheep and goats (Pearson, 2001, p. 51). 

After fourteen years of experience in shepherding Jacob had vast experience with regards the 

mating of ewes and rams. But for Chain (2015) the images at the drinking troughs cast doubts 

on Jacob’s comprehension of the scientific formation affecting the phenotype of animals. The 

dream explanation given subsequently prefers a divine explanation, but Chain (2015) still 

finds it intriguing to stomach divine intervention because of the elaborate procedure 
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involving the carved images which makes divine intervention irrelevant. But in all fairness 

we would not expect Jacob’s comprehension to distinguish science from magic/divine 

intervention. Such distinctions are not only modern, but even debatable because supernatural 

(spiritual) is natural unknown but never opposite of natural. 

On the surface (which is positive) the removal of spotted and speckled sheep and goats and 

black sheep was a mutual attempt to squash out any future dispute over ownership. But under 

the surface (which is negative) shrewdness may have taken the better of them both without 

coming out publicly to the fellow negotiator. Laban may have wished to boost his own 

chances by cutting out any success on the part of Jacob. Jacob on the other hand does not say 

which lot he wanted to tend. Rashi (2013) contends that Jacob had wanted to tend the 

speckled group but the shrewd Laban outwitted him by giving him the white sheep and dark 

goats group to squash out his chances. Worse still, Laban took the ringed goats as well which 

were not specified in the agreement leaving Jacob to resort to deceit. If Jacob had dreamt of 

tending the lot which eventually came to him, he must have counted on the ringed flock to 

contribute to his share. But in fulfilling the agreement whose implementation strategies were 

not specified, Laban continued to give Jacob no room for exaggerating his advantages. He 

took his lot a three days journey from Jacob’s which was to squash out any chances of cross 

mating which might result in selective breeding. Selective breeding would disadvantage 

Laban who instantly took drastic measures to prevent Jacob from doing it (Westermann, 

1985). Laban’s assumptions were based on ‘appearances’ of good will derived from the 

preceding fourteen years, ignoring the underlying possibilities. As a result that did not help, 

for Jacob's fortunes spiraled in an inverse proportion to Laban’s.  

Derek Kidner (1985) contends that the answer to Jacob’s success should not be sought 

outside the vivid visual impressions during mating or conception which generated marks on 

the embryo. Jamieson et al (1999) concur noting that the Genesis images were placed in the 

visual proximity of the animals during mating implying that there was a connection between 

visualizing and the results of mating. To simplify the matter, mating had a specific season 

(Genesis 3
10
) and the sheep and goats mated when they came to drink water at the troughs 

(Genesis 30
38
) which was easy to identify. Carved branches were specifically erected at the 

drinking troughs when the animals were on heat ready to mate. The intended effect was the 

generation of certain hormonal impulses whose genetic selection might have the intended 

results.  
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But Kidner (1985) seems to lose grip of his theory and to be lost in the maze of the definition 

of science maintaining that sight alone is scientifically untenable to achieve the stated results. 

He perhaps needed to balance scholarship with faith. A kind of Deus ex-Machina faith would 

be responsible for searching for the answer in direct divine intervention (Gen 32
9-32
). Seeking 

the answer in the supernatural by modern science may simply mean ignorance and not 

necessarily being outside nature. The Genesis writer of this text was content with the effect of 

the carvings, though a later editor finding the story contra orthodoxy, might have sought to 

provide a more acceptable explanation for his audience, for the people of Israel were barred 

from using magic to achieve their ends (Deut 18:18-22). They were supposed to depend on 

Yahweh for all their needs, hence the dream interpolation to explain away reality and re-

introduce the orthodox paradigm. Henry (1991) notes the possibility of the story as it stands, 

but accepts the later dream interpolation as highly probable. Pearson (2001, p.52) describes 

Henry (1991) as indecisive because of his attempt to reconcile reality with myth; for though 

Henry (1991) subscribes to the theory of visual effect at conception, like Kidner (1985) he 

supplements the effect with divine intervention.  

In the context of this story the dream is highly credited with correcting the visual impressions 

of Jacob on the mating animals. It is however difficult to rely on a dream for something that 

Jacob did physically; and especially because throughout his life Jacob showed a great 

aptitude for deception. The dream issue could easily have been a child of his own brain to 

cover up his chicanery for no witness can be obtained for a dream as in any other religious 

experience. He was therefore no fool in making the proposal even though he may not have 

expected Laban to remove the ringed he-goats from the flock (Pearson, 2001, p.54). This 

makes it clear that crooks never serve each other perfectly. 

Some so-called modern scientific arguments seek to create a completely different scenario 

altogether by disregarding and making irrelevant the happenings at the troughs. They seek to 

explain the sheep and goats increments through allele hybridization (Piper and Ruvinsky, 

1997; Pearson, 2001). They postulate that the sheep fleece colour could be as a result of 

combinations of alleles whose permutations can be put as follows: 

1. Two dominant alleles (AA) result in white sheep 

2. One dominant and one recessive/wild alleles (Aa) result in white sheep 

3. Two wild alleles (aa) result in colored sheep 

A genetic hybrid carries two different alleles of the same gene. By removing the third 

category, Laban left the second category (hybrid category) able to produce colored animals 

through in-breeding. Jacob was certainly aware of the effect of the use of the ram with the 
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required traits (Genesis 31
10-12

). He must have made use of the few black rams of the first 

year to cross-breed. Modern agriculture shows that one ram can effectively serve between 30 

and 50 ewes (Pearson, 2001, p.58). In that case Jacob could castrate the white rams or 

separate them with branch fences. This argument would make good sense if it successfully 

explained the purpose of including the story only to disregard it in the incremental 

explanation. 

Westermann (1985) was more decisive in his attempt at sources in a form critical manner. He 

contends that the story may have originated with herdsmen and the writers failed to 

comprehend it. Form criticism assumes that the larger biblical documents were compiled 

from smaller analyzable units with specific forms. These smaller units called literary genres 

originated in particular historical settings called sitz im leben (actual situations in life) 

(Daniel, 1979, p.71). Before their compilation into larger blocks of biblical literature the 

stories existed orally (Hayes, 1971, p.39), and were valued by the communities of their origin 

for their validity and function (Buttrick, 1962, p.322). If the story of the images at the troughs 

originated with the herdsmen it follows that it was functional and not mere fabrication. The 

fact that the later editors of the Bible sought to undo the validity of this stand-alone story 

through the introduction of the dream motif may well have meant that they failed to 

comprehend it. But if the herdsmen propagated it with all their expert knowledge about 

breeding, it meant that it was endowed with truth (Black, 2010, p.684). 

 

Point of Difficulty 

The problem lies with the methodological approach to the story which inevitably 

affects the conception about the visual effect on the embryo. In attempting the question, ‘How 

could the sheep and goats in conceiving produce required types by mere looking at the 

required samples? through a multiplicity of methodological approaches, the results would 

likely be as many as the analytical tools employed. Rabbinic wisdom as exuded by Jesus 

equated lustful looking to a completed act of adultery/fornication implying that the causal 

effect of mere looking was great. But even then, it would not be proper to take things at face 

value. We need to ask ourselves whether any carved piece of wood placed in front of mating 

sheep and goats would have the same causal effect. If it would then this would become public 

art and acceptable. In that case Laban would have been aware of it and the terms of the 

contract would have certainly made reference to it. There would have been no need to drive 

the multi-colored lot and the dark sheep three days journey away to avoid selective mating. 
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That the deliberate act of separating the animals was done shows that secret art was involved. 

It would not be possible to discuss secret art as part of the terms of the agreement because its 

reality would remain hidden from the public eye, and yet its effect surpasses what meets the 

eye. Consequently, the disgruntled Jacob must have acquired the secret art behind the scenes. 

If the flock multiplications in the required colours were a result of a secretly acquired art, 

then the subsequent dream was merely a hoax to smoothen an unorthodox practice. For once, 

it is difficult to value a dream above practice or observation. Very often dreams bring in 

impractical possibilities such as humans flying or outpacing vehicles and cheetahs. It was 

therefore possible for a dream to change the practical colour of animals to the desired one for 

dreams are often described as resulting from the sub-conscious mind. Worse still Jacob being 

a professional con the dream itself may have been a mere creation.  

In line with Westermann (1985) who sees the story as originating in a concrete human setting 

with a concrete meaning, we would like to re-examine the same story in light of the African 

phenomenon referred to as chikwambo (goblin) which results in similar multiplications of the 

required sample in an equally intriguing manner. “The word ‘goblin’ is just a loose 

translation in this sense. In the west, a goblin is a small, malicious creature” (African Goblins, 

2014). True to the form is the fact that chikwambo is a secret art just as Jacob’s performances 

which were done outside the public arena.  

 

Zvikwambo Phenomena 

Chikwambo (zvikwambo pl.) is a lucky charm acquired from traditional artists/specialists. 

It is a secret art as opposed to the public arts in the form of usvikiro (family or territorial spirit 

mediumship).  Chikwambo is that secret art capable of fulfilling the desire for quick money, 

being lucky at work, improved crop yield, improved church congregation, peer influence, 

improved popularity and power (Rwodzi 2014). Zvikwambo (goblins) are phenomena whose 

forms are difficult to enumerate and fix. “A goblin is created when a shaman harnesses a 

spirit and places it inside the body of an everyday item” (African Goblins, 2014). The 

specialist can choose any everyday vessel to house the spirit which creates a misleading 

outward appearance. Quite often goblins take the form of the yearned for aspect such as 

money. The Mirror reports of a story of a local businessman who courted the love of a 

beautiful college girl with a great show of money. The two booked a room in a local hotel 

and when the girl returned from taking a shower ready for romance the businessman was 

gone and the open briefcase full of crisp banknotes transformed into a short old man with 
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long beard who at once went for her leaving her in a fainted position. Sex, a life instinct 

though in this case done to excesses, is one characteristic that defines chikwambo. “The 

goblins are alleged to have sexually abused female nurses at night. Some of the nurses are 

reported to have sought refuge at Esigodini and Umzingwane clinics” (Newsday 1 February 

2013). 

The owner of the goblins has to find them sex partners at appointed times. Sometimes male 

goblins compete with owner to mate with his wife. Goblins often want to take the first chance 

ahead of the husband after the wife’s menstruation (Changatira, 2016). They may also take 

the owner’s daughters or sons depending on their sex. In that they possess anthropomorphic 

features and desires. There are cases when they take to the extended family and visitors to the 

family. In being taken by a goblin dreams often take centre stage during the act. The victim 

dreams mating with a well known person and this arouses interest till orgasm. In such cases 

victims do not see the goblin itself but they absorb the impact of the activity, such as 

sweating, fast and heavy breathing and releasing of sexual fluids (Chipuriro, 2016). 

Some of them are sold as flowers; things to be looked at and admired in a public place. At 

face-value, therefore, such goblins are innocent phenomena, decorative and admirable. And 

yet, unknown to the public admirer such could be flowers whose nourishment is meat or 

milk. The flowers would be fed or watered with milk at specific times. Any deviation results 

in the spilling of blood starting with small domestic creatures by degrees to the human being. 

The flower looking goblin like the anthropomorphic one also has sexual needs in its dreamy 

nocturnal visits (Maenza, 2016). 

 

Linkages  

The bottom line here is the sex requirement and its visionary component. In the 

Zimbabwean context, divisi, the generic term for the various types of arts involved with the 

multiplication of farm production including animal husbandry is sealed with sex. Very often 

the father sleeps with his daughters or close female relatives. The fertility, like in the Biblical 

temple prostitution, is miraculously transferred to the required area of reproduction (crops or 

animals). The father of the house can in some cases be replaced by goblins, which could be 

physical looking objects which through sex with human beings or the species to undergo 

rapid multiplication, effects the required changes (Mwezhawapasi, 2016.  

Jacob required rapid sheep and goats’ multiplication in the required fleece permutation. To do 

that he required wood carvings (physical zvikwambo) to effect the colour changes while the 
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sheep and goats mated. The ewes and she goats had to physically stare at the carved images. 

Physically staring is associated with a particular non-contact sex called mubobobo (sex 

through the ‘blue tooth’) (Sibanda, 2013). During this chikwambo type of sex the female 

participant stares absently at the envisioned consort with excitement which may involve 

limbs’ movements. Chikwambo affects far-reaching effects through such non-consensual 

dreamy sex. The zvikwambo notion is not far-fetched and is quite a plausible way in which 

the story can be understood in our context. 

 

Conclusion 

It is difficult to take the carvings at face value and conclude that they were ordinary 

pieces of wood. If they were that ordinary, then they would be used as a public method of 

attaining the required fleece shade to this day. What is most likely is that they were simply 

the outward housing shells of a strong influential spirit capable of hormonal influence. 

Otherwise, if it were that natural the equally cunning Laban would not have helplessly 

allowed his share to be eroded in favour of his son in law. All Laban could muster was anger 

resulting in the expulsion of Jacob. As in the case of the local use of multiplying zvikwambo, 

this must be a pointer towards the use of magic by the Patriarchs. Likewise zvikwambo could 

be pieces of wood endowed with an enabling spirit. Such acquisition is a secret art whose 

purposes are prosperity at the expense of/through the secret use of others. The visionary and 

sex components have emerged a salient aspects of the process of stock multiplication through 

magic.  
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